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Abstract 

In this paper we discuss different possibilities of using partially ordered sets 
of grids in multigrid algorithms. Because, for a cla.c;sical sequence of regular grids 
the number of degrees of freedom grows much faster with the refinement level for 
3D than for 2D, it is more difficult to find sufficiently effective relaxation proce
dures. Therefore, we study the possibility of using different families of (regular 
rectangular} grids. 

Semi-coarsening is one technique in which a partially ordered set of grids is 
used. In this case still a unique fine-grid discrete problem is solved. On the other 
hand, sparse grid techniques are more efficient if we compare the accuracy obtained 
with the number of degrees of freedom used. However, in the latter case it is not 
always feasible to identify an appropriate discrete equation that should be solved. 
The different approaches are compared. 

The relation between the different approaches is described by looking at hi
erarchical bases and by considering full approximation (FAS). We show that in 
some cases the 3D situation is essentially more difficult than the 2D case. We also 
describe different multigrid strategies. Numerical results are given for a transonic. 
Euler-flow over the ONERA M6-wing. 

Note: In essence, this paper will be published in the Proceedings of the Fifth 
European Multigrid Conference, Birkhauser, Ba.c:;el. 

1 Introduction 

Classical multigrid algorithms are based on a sequence of grids, and a sequence of finitP 
dimensional function spaces is associated with it. There is a natural ordering. On t.hf' 
finest grid a discretisation is given and on the coarser grids less accurate discretisations of 
the same problem accelerate the solution proc0.ss for the finest problem. This approa('h 
is usfYl in two as well as in three dimensions (d = 2, 3). For illustrative purposes it cau 
also be used in one dimension ( d = 1). 

In the most common approach the sequf'nce of approximating function spac·(•s is 
nested. Often the coarsest grid consists of a small number of coarse rl'ctangular h!oC"h. 
A next finer level is obtained by dividing each block in equal parts in each of the coordi
nate directions, so that for all blocks 2<1 new hlocks are created. For higher dimensional 
problems, t,he disadvantage is clear: for each next finer levd the number of blocks multi
plies by 2d. This implies that only a small port.ion of the possible error modes on a grid 

can he represented on the coarser grids. 
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The result is that in 3D problems the classical MG method may appear less effoct1w 
than in 2 dimensions. Particular problems arise for strongly anisotropic and convection 
dominated problems, where the so-called "wash board frequencies" (frequencies that an• 
rapidly varying in one and slowly in another direction) may be difficult to control. 

The classical cure against these difficulties is the choice of powerful relaxation al
gorithms, e.g., line or plane relaxations. However, not only the more complex impl<'
rnentation of these smoothers, but also the large number of possible line and plaIH' 
combinations makes it a hard job to develop methods that are robust and efficient for 
g<meral equations. 

Another disadvantage of dividing a cube into 8 smaller cubes are the Vf~r-:v bug<' 
systems of linear equations that are found already for a relatively small number of lPn'ls. 
It is the "curse of 3D" that rr1 is already large -for computer resources- when n is still 
modest. 

Another approach that can be used is semi-coarsening. Here, grids are refined liY 
halving ( or doubling) the mesh size in one direction only [13, 14, 16]. Now the grids 
do not make an ordered sequence. The family of grids is only partially ordered. In 
a semi-coarsening algorithm there is a finest grid for which the solution is eventualh 
found. Again, discrete prohlems on the family of coarser grids are solved to accek'l'i-lt(· 
the solution process. In this way the coarse-grid-correction in the MG algorithm becom(':-
mow complex, but simpler relaxation procedures can be used. 

Another approach that makes use of a similar family of partially ordered grids ts 
Zenger's combination technique [3]. Here, essentially a number of independent discr<'t<· 
problcrm, is solved on a subset chosen from the partially ordered set of grids. By extrap
olation these discrete solutions are combined to a discrete approximation of the solution 
on the finest grid (for which no discrete system has to be solved). 

Zenger and his co-workers showed that under conditions such an approximation rrnn
wsult in an approximation error which is 0( 2-dnnd- 1), whereas the solution is r<'pn•
-;,•nted by O(nd- 1271 ) degrees of freedom only. This r<~sult makes this sparil<'- gr-id r<'Pff· 

s<'ntation of the approximate solution most efficient. 
In the present paper we show that in some respects the sparse grid representation 1:-

morP cmnbersome and may give rise to particular difficulties in the 3D case. We show 
how some of these can be relieved by taking a representation with O(n24n) degn~es of 
fr<\(~dom. For a larger number of levels this representation is still much more dfi('i<!nt 
than the usual 0(8n) methods. 

In Section 2 we show an essential difference between the 2D and the 3D case for th<' 
linear elliptic second order equation, and in Section 3, as an example of a syst<!lll of 
non-linear equations, we show some results for multiple semi-coarsened and spars<>-grid 
multigrid algorithms for the 3D Euler equations. 

2 Linear elliptic problems 

Let n = (0, 1 )d c lR d be the d-dimensional unit cube with boundary r. To identif\ ,1 
grid on n we use a multi-integer notation, k = (k:1, .... k:rl), with ki E INii for i = 1. ... d. 
For n, k E (INt)d multi-integers we define, 
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a. Full coarsening. b. Multiple semi-coarsening. 

Figure 1: Two types of 3D coarsenings. 

In a similar way we define k </ n, k = n, k -=/= n, etc. Notice that k I- n means that nll 
elements are unequal. The maximum of two multi-integers is defined as 

Further, we introduce the relation k ~ n, and similarly k > n, by 

We define a regular mesh Ok on n, with mesh sizes hk = 2-k = (2-k1 , ••• , 2-kd) in the 
different coordinate directions. The volume of a grid cell nkj E Ok, o ::; j ::; 2k is denoted 
by lllhklll = hk1 ••• hkd and lkl = k1 + ... + krt is called the level of grid nk. The co,usest 
grid is 0 0 , with o = (0, ... , 0) and therefore the coarsest level is zero. The vertices of tlw 
grid nk are denoted by nt' and ot denot0s the i-th vertex on grid nk, with O ::; i ,::;; 2k. 

2.1 Bases and spaces 

A function V, E C(n) is approximated on nk hy 

'/1,:::::: '/1.k = L '1/,kjr+?kj· 

j 

HPrn cpkj is the usual piecewis<' d-linear basis function with supp( cpkj) = [(.h -1)2-ki, (.j 1 + 
l)2-k1] x ... x [Urt - 1)2-k,1, (.ir1 + 1)2-k,1] of t.<~nsor product, type. The standard tinit<' 

<'lenl<'nt basis Bk is cfofined as 

and the corr<\sponding space of piecewise d-linear functions is, 

l1< = Spau(Bk). 

The intersection of t}w support of two functions lpkj E Bk ancl li-?ni E Bn is defined b_\· 



The spaces {Vk} form a partially ordered set [9], for which we can define the hierarchical 
space 

({ 
ji odd, 0 5: )i 5: 2k;, if ki 2'. 0 }) 

wk = Span IPkj = (/Jkj )i = 0, 1 if ~i O . 
z 1, ... , d 

Here IPk.i is a hierarchical basis function, i.e. the same function as the usual standard basis 
function, but only defined for j, for which nt does not appear in any of the coarser grids. 
In the following we will denote these hierarchical points with ''j odd", although strictly 
spoken this is not true for the grids with lllklll = 0. The hierarchical basis function.'I, 
specific for grid Ok, are defined by 

i:J{! = { 'J?kjl'Pk.i E H1k}, 

The hierarchical basis for Vk, which can be decomposed as Vk = ffio::;n::;k Wn, reads 
- u -u Bk= B0 • 

o$n$k 

Using this basis we are able to approximate a function u on n by 

U ~ 1Lk = I: I: frnjCf'nj, 
o$n$k jEHn 

where ii,nj are the hierarchical coefficients. Note that Span(.Bk) = Span(Bk) = lie. It 
has been shown [9] that, for any m, o 5: m 5: e = (1, 1, 1), the hierarchical coefficients 
for piecewise linear functions can be estimated by 

llukjll2 5: 11n(e+m)ull2 lllhklll 2rd/23-lml/2 hk-(e-m). 

We see that this bound depends essentially on the volume lllhklll of the grid cells. Then'
fore it seems reasonable to select approximating function spaces Wk, and thereforP th<' 
grids Ok such that those with the smallest volume lllhd are omitted. In this wa~' ,vP 
obtain the sparse grid [18]. The hierarchical basis for this sparse grid on level f_ is denot.Pd 
by - u -u Be= Bn, 

D$lnl$R 

and the corresponding function space by v;, = Span( Br). 

2.2 The problem 

We consider the following linear elliptic problem 

-v' · (av''/1,) = f 
a(av'n) · n + f3n = 'Y 

on 
on 

n, 
r. ( l) 

Iforn the data and the coefficients are functions on n. For the FEM discretisatiou we· 
eonsider its variational form: find u E H 1(0), such that a(v., v) = f(v) for all v E H 1 (n). 
with 

l T l a(u, v) = (v'v) a'Vn <ln + f-Ju:u/n df n . ,. (:2) 

and 

1 ( v) = r .r v <tn + r •irr; (\'. r1r. ( :q 
ln lr 

A standard FEM on grid Ok iH obtairwcl by sr.lec:ting trial and test functions in Span(Dk)
This yields tlw discrete equations Lj n.(<pkj, IPki)u.kj = .f(cpkj), which system is also dP
uot.ed in matrix-form hy Akk'llk = A-

4 
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2.3 Discretisation of the hierarchical system 

To discretise equation (1) on the sparse grid, we use Be as the basis for test and trial 
functions: 

111, = L L UnjlPnj· 

0 :Sl 1119' j odd 

Substitution in (2) and (3) yields the equations 

L L a(r.pnj, IPki)'ii,nj = (.f, IPki)

O:Slnl9 j 

This system is called the hierarchical system and is drnoted hy 

(4) 

(5) 

The matrix Ae consists of blocks ( Ank)o::;1nl ,lki:Sf where Ank consists of coefficients ( a( Cfnj, 0kd). 

The blocks A.kk on the diagonal of At arc diagonal blocks, because Int( 'f?kj, 'Pki) = (/J c'x

cept for i = j. In general, the functions !.pnj and r.pki can live on completely independent 
grids 0 11 and nk and there is no obvious and efficient technique to calculate these matrix 
entries as is the case for standard finite elements. Especially, if we consider equations 
with variable coefficient a, the efficient computation of these integrals is not straightfor
ward. To avoid the problem of explicit calculation of a( IPnj, !.pki) we want to derive' tlw 
discrnte equations from the usual FEM stiffness matrices Akk· 

For k ::::; m let Rkm : v:n -t Vk be the restriction defined by interpolation at nodal 
points nt, then every function IPki E Bl1 is rnprnsented on grid nm by 

'Pki = L Rkm,ip'Pmp· 
p 

Nmv, the left-hand side in (5) reads, with m = max(k, n), 

L I:0,( <iJki, <iJnj)Unj 
D:Slnl:SP j 

L L a(L Rkm,ip'Pmp, L RnmJq'Pmq)'Unj 
O:Slnl:Sf j P q 

L L Rkm,ipRnmJqAmm,pqUnj 
n j,p,q 

L (RkmAmmR~m)'lln 
o:; lnl:Sf 

+ 
n>k,lml:Sf' n>k,lml>f 

(G) 

Tims W(' 0xprnss the r<\sidual computation for tlw equations (5) in terms of tlw usual 
FEivf stiffness matrices Akk · The <~fficirnt crtlculation of ( G) is our irrunecliak co1tc·1•rn. 

Below we restrict ourselves to the constant coefficiPnt case. 

2.4 Semi-orthogonality 

If for tlH' Poisson equation a( 'f?nj, ipkJ vanislws, tlw functions <p11j and <pki aw callf'd 
scm:i-orthogonal [15]. For the efficimt computation of the hirrarchical systrm this i8 a 
usdul property, because each sPrni-orthogonalit~· relation contributes with a zero rntr~· i11 
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the hierarchical stiffness matrix. In [2] it is shown that this semi-orthogonality property 
holds for many functions Cf!nj E .B{; and 'Pki E Bl1. Below we will discuss this property for 
the two- and three-dimensional case separately, because there is a significant diffenmce 
between both cases. 

Two-dimensional case. For the Poisson equation, in the two-dimensional case [2] we 

have, a('Pnj, 'Pki) = 0 if n ::f=. k, because, considering a single derivative from a('Pnj, 'Pki), 

Hence functions on grids nn and nk with n i= k are semi-orthogonal. 
For the functions 'Pnj and 'Pki with k ~ n we introduce m = max(k, n), then, because 

d = 2, either m = n or m = k. Therefore, the bilinear form can be calculated by (G) 
and, because 1ml ~ e is always ensured, this means that the third term in equation (G) 
can be dropped. Below, we will see that this is not true in the three-dimensional case. 

What remains is the efficient matrix vector multiplication. With precalculated vahws 
of Akk, lkl ~ £, we use ( 6) for a residual computation of (5). One can readily verify that 
for the constant coefficient case the total number of operations for the matrix vr.ctor 
multiplication (5) is proportional to 0( e22e) for 0( e2e) standard basis points. Then~fon~ 
the method is suboptimal. 

Three-dimensional case. Also in the 3D case we have semi-orthogonality for f1rn<"
tions <iSnj and 'Pki with n ::f=. k. The nonzero contributions in the stiffness matrix originatf' 
only from functions Cf!nj and 'Pki with n ~ k. This corresponds with grids n 11 and nk 
in the same coordinate plane in the grid of grids (see Figure 2). For ¢ki (k fixed) a. 
non-semi-orthogonal function 'Pnj can live on any grid nn in one of the indicated planes. 

Figure 2: Planes with non-semi-orthogonal functions 

Planes, in the space of gridi,, for which k ~ n, for fixed n = ( n, n, n). Tlw diagmial 
plane corresponds ·with the grids lkl = n. 

In (6) we showed how we can calculate tlw contributions of t1,(cp 11j, 'Pki) via th<\ maxi
mum grid. In the 3D case one can verify that, clifferent from 2D, with lnl ~ f, lkl :s; /i, 
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the relations a( <;?nj, <t'ki) =I O an<l m = max(k, n) do not imply 1ml ::; I!.. I.e. the maximum 
grid Om is not always part of the span,e grid of grids. In fact, we see that in the 3D case 
we have 1ml S 2f. This implies that application of (6) requires the evaluation of FEl\1 
stiffne8s matrices on level 2f.. We call the approach of using the grids up to level 21' tlH~ 
semi-sparse technique. Here we need the evaluation of 0(€2 ) stiffness matrices of order 
0(22JI). This is well between the spar8e grid technique with O(f.2) stiffness matrices of 
order 0(2e) and the full grid technique with one 0(3e) stiffness matrix. In Section 3 
we will see that a similar combination of grids can be useful for the solution of mon:• 
complex non-linear systems. 

At first sight it seems an alternative not to compute the residual of equation (6) 
exactly, but to introduce an approximation of the matrix A.1 by taking the expression (6) 
in which the terms with 1ml > f. are omitted. One can verify that all discarded entries 
from the matrix A.JI are of relatively small size. In this way we obtain an approximntd 
.,;tiffnes.c; matrix, denoted as Ae. One might expect that this AJI could still be sorn<' 
8ufficiently accurate approximation of the discrete Laplacian. However, it can be shown 
that this approximate stiffness matrix Ae is not useful for furthr.r computations becam;p 
it is not positive definite. In Table 1 we show the extreme eigenvalues of A1 and ,4.p 
for various P. The smallest eigenvalue of Ae becomes negative, which ruins one of t.lw 
essential properties of Ae. 

f=4 f=5 f=6 
Ap Amax 2.2843 3.3898 4.7756 

AP. Amin 0.6323 0.1803 0.0582 

A, Amax 2.1498 3.1085 4.3162 

Ae Amin 0.5168 -0.0251 -0.1283 

- -
Table 1: Extreme Pigenvalues for A, and A1. 

Following the semi-sparse-grid approach, one can verify that in the constant coetfiri('llt 
case we can 1wrform a residual computation with order 0(4f) operations for O(fl'..!21 ) 

sparse grid points. Of course the additional work and also the extra storage is a disad
vantage of this method. As a compromise between the sparse and the semi-sparsP-grid 
approach one might consider discretisations which arP. obtained by not using all grids up 
to lewl 2f, but only a limitr.d number of <ixtra lrwls. Again we obtain an approximat<· 
stiffness matrix A,, with a lower accuracy as ,4.t, but th<' operation count will lw snialkr. 
However one should he V<'ry careful with this approach, since the possibility Pxists that 
A, becomes indr.finite if an insufficient number of additional lev<>ls is taken into ac('.()llllt. 

3 The Euler equations for 3D CFD 

In t.his sect.ion we consid<~r the multigrid solution of the strady, 3D Euler f'<jllations of 
gas dynamics. The equations aw discretisf'd in thPir integral form. The cornpntatioual 
domain n is divided, in a rngular mamwr, in e<'ll-c,,ntf)r<'d finite volumes. Thes<' finit<' 
volumes are arhitrnrily shaped hexah<'drn. Following tlw Godunov approach, along <',l<'h 
cell face the flux vector is assumed to hr constant and determined by a uniformly constant 
ldt and rit?;ltt state. To solve the resulting 1D Riemann prohlm1 over the cell fac·<' for 
a non-isenthalpic perfect-gas flow, we apply the 3D <'Xt.Pnsion of the 2D P-rnriant [7] 
of Oslwr'8 approximate Riemann solvrr. For the l<'ft and right cell-face states, \V<' take• 
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the first-order accurate approximations. At a later stage, these approximations will he 
replaced by higher-order accurate ones, in which case also limiters are introduced. \Ve 
emphasize that the major challenge is to know how to solve fir.c;t-order accurate discrPt<\ 
steady 3D Euler equations at efficient, grid-independent convergence rates. Once this is 
known, solving higher-order accurate disrretc, steady 3D Euler equations can be dorw 
by a standard procedure, e.g. by a defect correction method as outer and the efficient 
multigrid method as inner iteration [10]. 

1.5 

0.5 

0 
1.5 

0 0 

a. At upper side half-wing. 

b. At fa.r-fidd l>onndary. 

GPonwtry of the rrwsh around tlw ONERA-I\IlG half-wing. 
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c. At symmdry boundary. 

d. At upper part downstream boundary. 

Figure 3: Views at 128 x 32 x 32 C-O-typ0. grid ONERA-M6 half-wing. 



---- -------------------------------------------

3.1 Standard multigrid 

3.1.1 The method 

First we briefly describe the standard 3D multigrid algorithm on which our method is 
built. We use the 3D generalization of the optimal 2D multigrid approach, that was de
scribed in [7, 6). As the smoothing technique for the first-order discrete Euler equations, 
we apply collective symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation. The four different symmet
ric relaxation sweeps that are possible on a regular 3D grid, are performed alternatingly. 
At each volume visited during a relaxation sweep, the system of five nonlinear equations 
is solved by Newton iteration. 

As the standard multigrid method we apply the nonlinear version (FAS, [1]), preced<'<l 
by nested iteration (FMG, [l]). For this we construct a nested set of grids such that each 
finite volume on a coarse grid is the union of 2 x 2 x 2 volumes on the next finer grid. 
Let 0 0 , 0 1, •.. , fltmax be the sequence of such nested grids 1 , with 0 0 the coarsest and 
n,.max the finest grid. Then, nested iteration is applied to obtain a good initial solution 
on Ofmax, whereas nonlinear multigrid is applied to converge to the solution on the fiiwst 
grid, Qfmax. The first iterate for the nonlinear multigrid cycling is the solution obtaim~d 
by nested iteration. We proceed discussing both stages in more detail. 

Nested iteration. The nested iteration starts with a user-defined initial estimate for 
q0 , the solution on the coarsest grid. To obtain an initial solution on a finer grid nr+i, 
first the solution on the coarser grid Oe is improved by a single nonlinear multigrid cycle. 
Hereafter, this solution is interpolated to the finer grid Oe+I· These steps are n~peated 
until the highest level (finest grid Otm"J has been reached. 

Nonlinear multigrid iteration. Let Ne(q,) = 0 denote the nonlinear system of first
order accurate discretised equations on Oe, then a single nonlinear multigrid cycle is 
n~cursively defined by the following steps: 

1. Improve on 0 1 the latest obtained solution qe by application of npre relaxation 
sweeps. 

2. Compute on the next coarser grid Or- 1 the right-hand side r,_ 1 = Np_ 1(<!f-i) -
Re- 1,eNe(qe), where Rf-I,e is a restriction operator for right-hand sides. 

3. Approximate the solution of N,._ 1 ( q1_ 1) = r,_ 1 by tlw application of nFAS nonlinrar 
nmltigrid cycles. Denote the approximation ohtai1H-1d by <Je-i-

4. Correct the current solution by: (Je = IJf + Pr,p_ 1 (ijp_ 1 - {Je-d, wlwn~ I't,e-1 is a 
prolongation operator for solutions. 

5. Improve q,. by application of npos1. relaxations. 

Steps (2),(3) and (4) form the coarse-grid correction. The restriction Re-i,e and th<• 
prolongation Pe,P.-I are the usual operators that are consistent with the piecewise constant 
approximation ( for more details see [11]). 

Notice that Oe in the classical Reqllfmce is denot.Nl as Slee in the context of partially 
ordered grids. The approximating function spaces for thr discrete E11lr.r equations an• 

I Using the more complex notation of Sect.ion 2, tlw 80(!1H'll("P is dm10t.ed as no, ne, ... , n,,,.nxe, \\"ii h 
e=(l,1,1). 
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piecewise constant functions on Dte· Approximating properties for these functions have 
been studied in [9]. Since the MG method applies the prolongations and restrictions that 
are consistent with the approximation used, the corresponding function spaces l'k form 
a partially ordered set of tensor product type as treated in [9]. 

3.1.2 Numerical results 

In this section we present convergence results obtained when solving discrete, st0.ady 
perfect-gas Euler equations for a standard 3D transonic test case, the ONERA MG half
wing at A100 = 0.84, a= 3.06°. A C-O-type grid is used, for which we give some viPws 
on the 128 x 32 x 32 version in the Figures 3a - 3d. 

,...._ CIJ 

.8 I .... 
<:I 
t.. ... 

- I 
<:I 
:::, 

"Ci 
-~ "' en I 
<J.) 

t.. ._, .,., 
0 0, 

- I 

a 
- -+---------~ 
I 

0 z 4 6 R 

relaxation cycles 

a. Single-grid. 
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t... ... 
.; I 

;:J 
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"' "' I 
<J.) 

t... ._, 
01) 

0 a, - I 

s 
I 

0 4 6 8 10 

PAS-cycles 

b. Standard multigrid. 

Fignr0. 4: Convergenf'.e behaviors of two solution methods, ONERA-M6 half-wing at 
Afoo = 0.84, a = 3.06°' nfmax = (8 X 2 X 2) X 2Pmax grid, €max = 1, 2, 3. 
Tlw slower converg0.nce is for finer meshes. 

In Figure 4 convergence results are given for single grid relaxation and for the standard 
multigrid method described above. In both graphs, the residual ratio is defined a.s 
IIRill1,i/llR1 IIL 1 , where Riis the mass defect of the discrete Euler equations and wh<'n' 
i refers to the status after the i-th iteration. For the standard multigrid convergenn~ 
results shown in Figure 4b, we took npre = 0, npost = 1, i.e. we applied sawtooth
cycles. Though -of course- to a lesser extent than the single-grid convergence results 
(Figure 4a), the standard multigrid ITif\thod's convrrgence results (Figure 4b) app<'ar to 
he rather grid-dependent. We sec that the conwrgencr. behaviour of thr. standard :3D 
algorithm is disappointing when compared to tlw sarrw multigrid method's converg<'rn'.<' 
rates for a 2D transonic test case [7]. An improvement to this might be found in deriving 
a more powerful smoother, keeping thr other components of the numerical method th<' 
sarn<\. For reasons rxplainrd above, a morr natural cure is not to apply standard foll 
coarsening, hut to use a multiplr semi-coarsening or a sparse-grid algorithm instead. 
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3.2 Multiple semi-coarsened multigrid 

3.2.1 The method 

In this method, to solve the discrete problem on nPmaxe, we use the full family of grids 
{flk} with o :s; k :S: fmaxe. For each nk, k > o, three semi-coarsened grids are available. 
Figures la and 1 b show 3D standard coarsening and multiple semi-coarsening, rnspf!t
tively. Though multigrid with multiple semi-coarsening is expected to be most fruitful for 
3D problems, as far as we know, applications have only been published for 2D. Pione<~r
ing work has been done by Mulder [13], who has introduced multiple semi-coarsening to 
overcome the poor convergence results observed in computing nearly grid-aligned flows 
governed by the steady, 2D Euler equations. In [16], Radespiel and Swanson continue 
research on Mulder's approach for the steady, 2D Euler equations. In the present pa
per we apply semi-coarsened multigrid to the steady, 3D Euler equations, and we pa:v 
particular attention to the different prolongation operators that can be used. 

Also in the case of the semi-coarsened multigrid method we use FAS as the basic 
rrmltigrid algorithm, and on each grid we apply collective symmetric point Gauss-S<~idd 
relaxation as the smoothing technique. In the semi-coarsened multigrid method, how<~v<·r, 

we replae<~ the sequentially ordered set of grids {Ore}, £ = 0, ... , fmax, by a partiall:v 
ord0.red set of grids {0 0 }, o :S: n :S: lmax, with no the coarsest and D1max the finest grid. 
Now lnl is the level of grid nn. The nesting and tlw semi-coarsening relation hPh\'('('11 

these grids is described in [9]. The implementation is described in detail in [8, 11]. 

Nested iteration. Also in the semi-coarsming algorithm nested iteration (FMG) is 
applied to obtain a good initial solution on the finest grid. V,/e proceed discussing the 
present nested iteration and nonlinear multigrid iteration procedures in more detail. Th(' 
nested iteration starts with a user-defined initial estimate on the coarsest grid, n0 , which 
is improved by relaxation. Next, the following two options can be used to contimH' the 
nested iteration: 

• Grid-wise nested iteration. The approximate solution q0 is interpolated to all µ;rids 
nk with o :S: k :S: e, with the 3D prolongation accordinµ; to formula (29) in [5]. (S<•(• 
[11] for the implementation in the present 3D Euler context.) Next, th<' sol111io11 
q0 is improved by a single nonlinear multigrid cyck and prolongated to all grids 
Ok with k :S: 2e. Then, the above process can be repeated up to and indudiug 
level dRmax· Notice that approximate solutions are only computed at tlw grids 
Do, ne, D2e, .... 

• Level-by-level ne.c;terl iteration. TlH' approximat(' solution q0 is interpolated to thr• 
thn'e grids n1,o,o, no,1,0 ancl no,0,1 on the IH'Xt l<'Vel, with tlw same 3D prolon,f!/l tion 
mentioned above. Next, the three approximate solutions (Jk, lkl = 1 ar(' first 
improved by a single nonlinear mnltigrid cydr) and then int<~rpolat<)d to all six 
grids Ok, !kl = 2, on thP next level. This pr<JC('Ss is n)peated up to and including 
level dfrrrnx· Here, in contrast with to the previous strnt<~gy, solution improwm<'nts 
are mad<") on all grids, level-by-level. 

Nonlinear multigrid iteration. A singlP nonli1l('ar multigrid cycle on lr:vd t 1s r<·
cursively defirwd by the following steps: 
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1. For all grids nk at the next coarser level lkl = £ - 1, that satisfy k ~ fmaxe, 

compute the same right-hand sides as in standard multigrid, but use as restriction 
operator the one described in [11]. 

2. Improve the approximate solutions on the coarser level £ - 1 by the application of 
a single nonlinear mul tigrid cycle. 

3. Correct the current solutions on level e by one of two possible correction prolonga
tions. The first prolongation ( defect dependent weights) is an extension to 3D and 
to systems of equations, of the prolongation introduced by Naik and Van Rosenda.le 
[14]. It uses prolongation weights that are proportional to the absolute values of the 
restricted. defect components. The second corrnction prolongation (.fixed weights) 
is the one proposed in [5, eq.(36)], it has a-priori known prolongation weights +1 
or -1. 

4. Improve the solutions on level e by the application of npost relaxation sweeps. 

3.2.2 Numerical results for different prolongations. 

As a test problem we consider again the ONERA-MG half-wing at the transonic condi
tions M00 = 0.84, a = 3.06°. We first compare the two prolongations mentioned a how: 
the one with defect-dependent weights and thr. one with fixed weights. Convergence 
n~snlts obtained are given in Figure 5. In the two graphs, the residual ratio is defim!d 
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Figure 5: Convergence behaviors of two serni-coar:senrd rnultigrid methods, ONERA-f'vIG 
l · l. f . t ~f - 0 84 - 3 0(3° [l = (8 X 21111"") X (2 X 2mmax) X (2 X 2111""") lc1 -wing a' H 00 - . '(Y. - • ' lnrnx,'Tll-max,llmax 

gricl, lmax = rnmax = 71,max = 1: 2, 3. 

as IIRiFM, ll,,i/ljR1 IILi, where R1rAs is the first component (i.e. the mass component) of 
the residual Np (q1.1•rAs ) and where iFAS refers to the status after the i-th FAS-cvclP. 

maxe ,maxe ' 

Similar as for the standard rnultigrid convergencn rrsults (Figurr. 4b), here we also ns<'d 
sawtooth cycles (nprn = 01 nr,ost = 1). The irnprovm1r11t of both semi-coarsened mnlti
grid rndhods with respect to tJw standard mnltigrid method is significant. Of both 



methods, the one with the fixed prolongation weights (Figure 5b) performs more than 
the one with defect-dependent prolongation weights (Figure 5a). 

The convergence results may still be further improved. In Figure 6 we present results 
for the same solution strategy as that of Figure 56, hut now with V-cycles (npre = npoHt = 
1) and with the level-by-level nested iteration described in Section 3.2.1. 
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Figure 6: Convergence behaviour of semi-coarsened multigrid method with fixed prolon
gation weights, V-cycles and level-by-level nested iteration, for ONERA-M6 half-wing 
at lvfoo = 0.84, a= 3.06°, nlmax,mmax,Tlma.x = (8 X 21max) X (2 X 2mmax) X (2 X 211max)··grid, 
lmax = m,max = nmax = 1, 2, 3. 
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Figure 7: Grids of grids. 

3.3 Sparse- and semi-sparse-grid multigrid 

3.3.1 The methods 

c. Semi-sparse. 

The above multiple semi-coarsening nwthods for tlw Euler t\(!lrntions are methods for the 
solution for one system of discrete equations, dC'fiued in the 'firn~st' grid 0 1111ax ( we call it 
a full grid-of-grids semi-coarsening method), wlwre all grids nk, o :S k :; lmax contrilmtc~ 
to the solution process. A disadvantagr~ of a full grid-of-grids semi-coarsening is that 
many grid cells are needed in total. \Vith N:1 tlw tot.al number of cells on the finPst 
grid, in 3D, asymptotically standard rrrnltigricl uses ~ j\r'.' grid cells versus 8N:,, points for 
thn full-grid-of-grids approach. An 0fficiency irnproV<'ment can he achieved by thinning 
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out the grid-of-grids. Then, if no 'finest grid' is available, accurate approximations 
can be constructed either by extrapolation (e.g. by Zenger's combination technique) or 
by the use of hierarchical bases. Most ambitious in this respect is the sparse grid-of
grids approach, where only grids Ok, lkl ~ €max, contribute (see [5, 4] and the furtlwr 
references there in). With the full grid-of-grids rnpresented as a cube in Figure 7a, the 
sparse grid-of-grids is the subset given in Figure 7b. 

The reduction in the numbers of grid-cells is enormous. The computational com
plexity of the sparse grid-of-grids approach is O(Nlog2 N). Theoretically, the spars£' 
grid-of-grids approach has the best ratio of discrete accuracy over number of grid points 
used [4). In the ideal case the full grid-of-grids should he completely replaced by a sparsP 
grid-of-grids. In practice, although very fast, the accuracy of the sparse grid approxima
tions is slightly disappointing, and it appears that better accurate approximations aw 
obtained not by only increasing the number of levels, but also by dropping the cells \vith 
extreme aspect ratios. 

A compromise is the use of a semi-sparse grid-of-grids. This uses the family of grids 
nk, lkl :S 2€max, maxi lkil :S €max, (see Figure 7c), which (asymptotically) st.ill has 
a computational complexity which is much smaller than that of the full-grid-of-grids 
approach, viz. O(N2log2 N). Hence, though to a lesser extent than the genuine sparsP
grid approach, it still is a cure to the 'curse of 3D'. 

3.3.2 Numerical results for sparse and semi-sparse multigrid. 

The numerical ingredients of both approaches are identical to those in the multiple srmi
coarsened multigrid method applied for obtaining Figure 6. Exactly the same leve.l-by
lrvd rrwthod is applied, with as the only difference that in the sparse-grid casP th<' 
multi-level semi-coarsening solver stops its work at level €max· From there the solution 
is extrapolated, by the combination technique as described e.g. in [17], to the wr.v 

firwst grid, nfmaxe, at level 3€max· In the semi-sparse-grid approach the semi-rnarsPnPd 
multi-level algorithm is stopped at level 2Pmax and from thflfe,. by the same combination 
technique, the finest-grid solution at 3Pmax is computed. A particular advantage of 
the semi-sparse-grid approach as compared to the sparse-grid approach, is that tlw :3D 
extrapolation rule as proposed in [17] can be applied for all remaining grids, including 
the grids along the boundaries of the grid-of-grids. In the sparse-grid approach this is not 
possible. Th<~re, for all boundary grids, i.e. 0 0 for which lllnlll - n1 · n2 · n3 = 0, one has 
to introduce an additional extrapolation rule, e.g. by applying a 1D or a 2D combination 
extrapolation, which will inevitably n,sult in some additional loss of accuracy. In the 
Figures Sa-c we give an impression of the accuracy of the numerical solutions obtain<'d 
hy the different approaches for the ONE RA wing problem. A reference solution is the 
fully converged O(h) finest grid solution Figure Sc. This solution is tht: target for both 
solutions presented in Fignrns Sa--b. Of rnurse, the semi-sparse grid solution (Fignr<' 

sparse 
semi-sparFlP 
full 

O(N log2 N) 1 CPU tirrn~ unit 
O(N2 101fN) ·: ;>5 ·CPU time nnits 
O(N:1) IGO CPU time units · 

Table 2: Computing timrs for the solutions of the ONERA half-wing. 

Sh) conH'S closer to the reforcmce solution. The spa.rs<~-grid solution (Figure Sa) is far 
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a) sparse grid-of-grids 

b) semi-sparse grid-of-grids 

c) full grid-of-grids 
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Figure 8: Mach number distrib11Uon on upper half-wing surface for different typc~s of 
grid comhinaUons. 
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off, but it has been obtained at extremely low c0mputational cost as compared to both 
the semi-sparse-grid approach and the full grid-of-grids approach. In Table 2 we give an 
impression of the relative computing times used. · 
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